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Let R be a primitive ring with involution *. Thus R may be con-

sidered as an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of an additive abelian

group V, so that 7> = Homfi(F, V) is a division ring. Let C be the

center of D. We shall furthermore assume that CRQR. It can be

shown that an involution 7—>7 is induced in C which has the property

that yx = (yx*)* for all x£.R- The involution * is of the first kind if

7—>7 is the identity mapping and is of the second kind if there is a

75^0GC such that 7 = —7. The set of symmetric elements of R will

be denoted by 5.
We now assume that 5 satisfies a nontrivial generalized poly-

nomial identity over C (in the sense of Amitsur). This means that

there exists a nonzero element f(xu x2, ■ ■ ■ , x„) in the so-called

C-universal product R(x) of the C-algebra R and the free C-algebra

C[xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x„, ■ • ■ ] in noncommuting indeterminants xu x2,

■ ■ ■ ,xn, • ■ ■ such that/(5i, 52, • • • , sn) = 0 for all si, s2, ■ ■ ■ ,sn€ES.

For more precise details concerning the above notions we refer the

reader to [l, §4], and [2, §3]. The usual linearization process may be

used so that we may assume without loss of generality that 5 satisfies

a nontrivial generalized (homogeneous) multilinear identity of degree

ra in xi, x2, • • • , xn:

(1) / = 22 Pka^Xj^a^ • • • a^a^at. = 0

where each monomial is of the same fixed degree ra, ftEC, and the

ak's are elements of R. Furthermore it is clear that one may assume

that the ak's belong to some fixed C-basis of R, and that for two dis-

tinct monomials in which the variables appear in the same order the

corresponding sequences (a,-„, ailt • ■ ■ , ain) and (a^, a*;, ■ • • , a,-;)

of ring elements differ in at least one position.

Our object in this paper is to prove that, under the given conditions

on our ring R, D is finite dimensional over C and R contains nonzero

transformations of finite rank. The proof rests heavily on an elemen-

tary but powerful lemma on vector spaces due to Amitsur [l, p. 211,

Lemma 1 ], a specific version of which we state as follows:
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Lemma 1 (Amitsur). Let V be a vector space over a field F and let

bi, bi, • ■ ■ ,bm be F-independent linear transformations of V. Then for

any finite dimensional sub space Uo of V either there exists vEV such

that vbi, vbi, - • • , vbm are independent modulo Uo or there is a nonzero

transformation b= ^T-i «•&•> oiiEF, of finite rank.

We are now ready to begin the study of the primitive ring R with

involution *, with CRQR, such that the symmetric elements 5

satisfy a generalized multilinear identity of the form (1).

Without loss of generality we may assume that the involution * is

of the first kind. Indeed, if 7= —7 for some y^OEC, and kEK, the

set of skew elements of R, then ykES and consequently

f(yk, st, ■ • ■ , sn) = yf(k, si, • ■ ■ , sn) = 0

for all st, • ■ • , snES, thus forcing f(k, St, ■ • • , sn) =0. Repetition of

this argument yields

f(si + ku st + ki, ■ ■ ■ , sn + kn) = 0

for all SiES, kiEK. Because the characteristic of R is unequal to two,

every element of R is of the form s+k, sES, kEK, and so R itself

satisfies the same generalized multilinear identity. By a theorem of

Amitsur [l, p. 218, Theorem 10], [D:C]<<*> and R contains non-

zero transformations of finite rank.

Let F be a maximal subfield of D. Following Amitsur [l, p. 215,

Lemma 5] we note that Rf, the subring of Hom(F, V) generated by

R and F, acts irreducibly on Fin the obvious way, with Hom«,(F, V)

= F. Since the involution * of R is of the first kind it may be extended

to an involution (again denoted by *) of Rf according to the rule

(2 <*?*)   = 2 «<r<»       aiEF,   nE R-

[l, p. 215, Lemma 6(b)] insures that this mapping is well defined.

Thus FS is the set of symmetric elements of Rf and satisfies the

same generalized multilinear identity (1) as does 5. Furthermore it

is clear that (1) remains nontrivial over F.

At this point we claim that, in order to prove our main theorem,

it suffices to show that Rf contains a nonzero linear transformation

of finite rank of Fover F. Indeed, this follows by [l, p. 216, Theorem

7]. Therefore, for the remainder of our proof, we are justified in as-

suming that to start with D — C is a field. We suppose, for sake of

argument, that R does not contain a nonzero transformation of finite

rank and aim at obtaining a contradiction.
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Lemma 2. Let vx, v2, • • • , vk be C-independent vectors in V, let bi, b2,

• • • , b„be C-independent elements of R, and let Uo be a finite dimen-

sional subspace of V. Then there exists s(ES such that visbi, visb2, ■ • • ,

Visbm are independent modulo Uo and n,s = 0, »>1.

Proof. First choose x(E.R such that we?*0 and ViX — 0,i>l. Next

note that bf, b2*, • ■ • ,bm are C-independent in R. By Lemma 1, there

exists w»G F such that wbi, wb*, ■ • • , wb* are independent modulo

the subspace generated by Vi, v2, ■ • • , n*. Thus one may pick r(EzR

such that Vir = 0, * = 1, 2, • • • , k and wb*r=wb*, t = l, 2, • • • , m. If

{b?r} is a dependent set, then y,Xi(6*r) =0. some Xj^O. Conse-

quently, ^2\i(wb?r)=^\i(wb?)=0, a contradiction to the inde-

pendence of {wb *}. Thus {b*r}, and hence {r *bi}, is an independent

set. Using Lemma 1 again, we can find nGF such that {z/r*^,} is

independent modulo Uo- Now pick t£E.R so that vixt = v. Then

vi(xtr*+rt*x*)bj = vr*bj, j=\, 2, • • • , m and Vi(xtr*+rt*x*) =0 for

t = 2, 3, • • • , k. The proof of the lemma is complete, as we note

xlr*+rt*x*(ES.

Returning to the consideration of the generalized multilinear

identity (1), we write (1) in the form f = g-\-h, where g is the sum of

all monomials in which the variables appear in the standard order

(we may assume g^O). We let floi, • • • , flo*0 be the distinct (and

hence independent) elements of R which appear before Xi in the

monomials comprising g, and in general we let a,ia,-2, • • • , aiki denote

those distinct elements among the C-basis {a,} which appear between

Xi and Xi+i in all those monomials belonging to g which start out in

the form aoi^ifln^ • • ■ a,-_i,ix,- • • • . We let A denote the (necessarily

finite dimensional) C-subspace of R spanned by all the a^s appearing

in (1).

By Lemma 1 we can choose t;G V such that ixioi. va02, • • • , va0ka

are independent. Let Wq— J^m Cvao,-, and let Uo = vA. By Lemma 2

we pick siG-S such that PFoSi = 0 and vaoisiau, • ■ • , vaoiSiaikl are in-

dependent modulo Uo- Making repeated use of Lemma 2, we may

choose a sequence

Wo,  Uo, Si, Wi, Ui, S2, • •  • , JF„_i, Un-l, SK

as follows:

Let Wi= Sj>,- Cva0iSianS2 • • • a,-_i,is,-a,y.

Let £/,-= U0+ "^vAsPlAsp, • • • AsPtA, where pj^i and l^t.

Choose s,-+iG-S such that [vaoxSian • • • 5,-aji5j+ia,-+i,y} is an inde-

pendent set modulo [/,- and PF,s,+i = 0 and Ui-iSi+i = 0.

Now substitute si, s2, • • • , s„ in the identity (1). We claim that
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any monomial in which the variables are permuted becomes 0. In-

deed, let p be the first subscript not in the standard position, that is,

the monomial has the form boXib\Xt • ■ • xp-ibp-\xq • • • , with q>p.

Thus vboSibiS2 • ■ • sP_i&p_i£ [/p_iC £/,_2, and our claim is established

since t/,_25, = 0. Therefore h(si, 52, • • • , sn)=0. On the other hand,

by the way in which st, s2, • • • , sn were chosen, we finally see that

0 = /fail st, • • • , sn) = 2 Mv
i

where not all X/ = 0 and Wj = aoiSian • • • a„_i,is„a„y. A contradiction

results since {w,} is an independent set. This completes the proof of

our main result, which we now state again.

Theorem. Let R be a dense ring of linear transformations of a vector

space V over a division ring D, with CRC.R, where C is the center of D.

Furthermore, assume that R has an involution and that the set S of sym-

metric elements of R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity over C.

Then D is finite dimensional over C and R contains nonzero transforma-

tions of finite rank.
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